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PRECEDH_GPAGEBLANKNOTFSM_D
Nomenclature
A engine nozzle exit areae
A(s) SRFIMF controller compensation transfer function
CDy lateral drag coefficient at _ = 0 (based on wing area)
Cyv dimensionless side force derivative (-Yv/WO)
F engine gross thrust
g acceleration due to gravity
G(s) transfer function of lateral rigld-body mode
H(s) transfer function of combined roll controller and a_rcraft
HD(S) denominator polynomial of H(s)
_(s) numerator polynomial of H(s)
i roll attitude flight controller output
r
t_ lateral fllght controller output
JO constant _:
k,l,n integers (or zero)
K 0 roll controller forward gain (KI + K2)
K1 roll controller forward gain component
K2 roll controller forward gain component
K9 lateral velocity controller coupling gain
control mode blending gain
K lateral velocity feedback gain
v
lateral controller compensator gain
K_ roll attitude feedback gain
K_ roll-rate feedback gain
p.
L turbulence scale parameter
m" engine air mass flow
N aircraft mass
iii
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N number of times lateral displacement exceeds a given valueY
N$ number of times roll angle exceeds a given value
Pl SRFIMF compensation pole
s Laplace transform variable
s' dimensionless Laplace transform variable (s/_o)
S wing area
SRFIMF state rate feedback model-followlng l
t time I
T ambient temperatureo
T engine exhaust temperaturee
P
UCyv upper bound of Cyv _.
Vwy lateral wind velocity (Vwy + AVwy) I'
Vwy mean lateral wind velocity
V lateral velocity (inertial)
Y
Vyc lateral velocity command
lateral acceleration (inertial)
Y
Yss steady s_ate value of y •
¥ lateral aerodynamic sldeforce derivative
v
_I# pilot input to lateral flight controller
AVwy lateral gust velocity
A_ incremental roll angle
a_s s steady state value of A#
damping ratio
_ dimensionless turbulence parameter (L_o/Vwy)
Po ambient air density{
t Pe density of engine efflu=
Owv standard deviation of gust velocity i -/'
iv
] 9820] 2312-004
o standard deviation of y
Y
o_ standard devtation of A_
_I'T2'T8 time constallts
roll angle
_T trimmed roll angle
_Wv power spectral density of gust velocity
'toO'wl,_2 circular frequencies
Q.
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A TRANSLATIONAL VELOCITY COMMAND
SYSTEM FOR VTOL LOW SPEED FLIGHT
Vernon K. Merrick
Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
A translational velocity flight controller, suitable for very low speed maneu-
vering, is described and its application to a large class of VTOL aircraft from Jet
lltt to propeller driven types is analyzed.
Estimates for the more critical lateral axis lead to the conclusion that the
controller would provide a Jet lift (high disk loading) VTOL aircraft with saris- .
factory "hands-off" station keeping in operational conditions more stringent than
any specified in current or projected reoulrements. It also seems likely that ducted
fan or propeller driven (low disk loading) VTOL aircraft would have acceptable hover-
ins handling qualities even in high turbulence, although in these conditions pilot
intervention to maintain satisfactory station keeping would probably be required for
landing in restricted areas.
INTRODUCTION
It has been shown that a translational velocity command system, using attitude
to orient the thrust vector, provides a low pilot workload, good ride quality
approach to achieving precise station keeping and accurate low speed maneuvering of
VTOL aircraft (ref. i, 2).
In reference 2, a state rate feedback implicit model follower (SRFIHF) control
concept was introduced and applied to the problem of providing translational velocity
control. Thl8 work considered both techniques of thrust vector orientation, namely
exhaust nozzle deflection with constant attitude and variable attitude with fixed
exhaust nozzle. However, although block diagrams were presented in reference 2,
showlnS how velocity command through attitude was achieved, the discussion did not
include a theoretical Justification for the particular trsnsfer functions used in the
feedback loops. Indeed, recent work has shown that the transfer functions given in
reference 2 are not the best. This report provides the rationale for the structure
of the velocity command system of reference 2, along vlth a derivation of the latest
transfer functions and a performance analysis of the syst-mwhan applled to a broad
class of VTCL aircraft.
" Although the treatment given here duls speclflcally with lateral velocity
control through bank an81e, the same general considerations and results hold for
: longitudinal velocity control through pitch angle.
I
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CONTROL SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The basic structure of the combined lateral velocity control system and aircraft
is shown in figure I. The pilot's input, 61_, goes to a lateral velocity command
controller whose output, i_, is the input to a roll attitude command controller.
The output of the roll controller, Jr, goes to the actuators of the aircraft's roll-
ing moment producers. Roll angle, rate and acceleration are measured and fed back to
the roll controller. Aircraft roll and external disturbances induce lateral vel-
ocities, Vy, and accelerations, Vy, which are measured and fed back to the lateral
velocity command controller.
The most important feature of the control system structure is that it contains
two separate and distinct sections, namely the roll command controller and the lateral
velocity co,and controller. This arrangement is attractive because pure roll control
modes, suitable for transition and conventional flight, may be obtained simply by
bypassing the lateral velocity controller. This feature is employed in reference 2.
The detailed circuit diagram of the lateral velocit; control system given in
reference 2, figure 14, is reproduced in figure 2 in a simplified form appropriate to
very low speed flight (KB = 0). In this flight condition, the gains KI and K2 may
r _, 1 I
J i-_ = $2 + K_s + K_ I _
r 1
J i ;
i • i
'j_'- I _ SRFIMF : J _ _"ROLL 'r I AIRCRAFT I
_ = ATTITUDE _ ROLL I ; _ _"
COMMAND
ICHARACTERISTICSJ I _J -- CONTROLLER -- I
I 1L_ ...... _1PILOT _ [ AIRCRAFT _
Vy _ LATE:RAL IVELOCITY
COMMAND WIND
_}y--.--D CONTROLLER DISI"URBANCE
v_I
i Ftsure I.- Basic structure of lateral velocity control lylt am.
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PILOT
INPUT 61_
I
I
= K1 + K2 _ I
I
I
I
I
+ rlS + 1 I
" $+ K; + (t_+ 1) (s_..+ 1) I
I K; I
_/y -t I
/ LATERAL VELOCITY COMMAND CONTROLLER _j
Fisure 2.- Details of lateral velocity control system (see ref. 2 fie. 14).
be consolidated into a sinKle gain (Kl + K2). Furthermore, the input from the stick
to the roll controller is cancelled by an equal and opposite sisrml throuth the 8sin
= K1 + K2. The only effecLtve stick input is throush the saln KS to the lateral
velocity cosmand controller, and the only effective input to the roll comsand con-
troller is the output, _, of the lateral veloclty comund controller. The situation
is hlenticel to that shevn in f£sure 1.
k_en used in conJunctlon vlth the lateral veloclty colmmd controller, the
... purpose of the roll controller is to force the roll dy_mlcs of the aircraft to
epptox/aate that of a selected second order aodeZ end to suppress tim effects of
eternal roll disturbances. It is shown in reference 2 that if K3 (fisure 2) is
sufficiently 1erie, then
.L_ . Z .. (1)
4 ,2 +z;e+z,
$
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where _ aircraft roll angle
i_ lateral velocity command controller outpu_
K_ roll rate 8aln
K ro]l attitude gain
s Laplace transform variable
In this report, the lateral veloclty comluand circuit, shown in figure 2, is
retained but henceforth the transfer function Kv/(s + K_) is replaced by a s_mple
galn Kv and the transfer function (Tl s + I)/[(T2 s + l)(s/K_ + i)] is replaced by
a general function A(s). A suitable form for A_s) and the performance of the
resulting control system when applied to VTOL aircraft, is given in the following
analysls section.
ANALYSIS
The overall signal flow shown in figure i is completed through the "aircraft"
block, which represents the relationship between roll attitude (and therefore thrust
deflection) and the aircraft's lateral dynamics. A suitable linearized lateral equa-
tion of motion (see appendix) is;
(s - Yv)Vy = gA_ + YvAVwy (2)
where V inertial lateral velocityY
Y coefficient of lateral aerodynamic force (appendix)
v
AVwy lateral gust velocity
g acceleration due to gravity
Implicit in equation 2 is the assumption that the kinematic variables associated
wlth all degrees of freedom other than roll and lateral translation, are controlled
so as to remain essentially constant.
For the purpose of linear analysls, figures I and 2 may be combined and simpli-
fled (fisure 3) Into a form sugsestlve of the basic SRFIP_ velocity controller shown
in reference 2, figure 3. The block dlasran labelled "aircraft" in fisure 3 can be
interpreted In a way which perults the analysis of reference 2 to be used. Thus. the
transfer function I/(s 2 + _s + _), repreeentln8 the coublned dymmica of the roll
controller and aircraft about the roll axis, can be viewed as a pseudo, second order
control actuator drlvin8 a vehlcle whose risld body transfer function Is 8/(8 - ¥v).
Tn the notation of reference 2
1
S(s) = (3)
s2 +Ei8 + x,
l
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c(s) - __L (4)S - Y
V
From equations 3 and 4, again using the notation of reference 3,
SNCS) = I
HD(S)- s2 + K_s + K_
n= 2
k- 0
Jo = I
It foIio_s from equation 20 of reference 2 that a suiCabIe expression for A(s) is:
s(s + Pl )
A(s) = i - (5)
s2 + K_s + z_
or
s(K_ - pl ) +
A(s) . T (6)
s2 + K_s + z_
The equation representing the system shown In figure 3, taking Into account the
expression for A(s) given in equation 6, is
"(• + Pl )
g K9 [{s - _v) vy(•) - Yv_Vwy(,)]. -(, + _v) vy(,) + _Vyc(,) (7)
If A Vs_ (•) and V_c(•) are both st•p function• at c = O, then sult/plylng
each side of Ymquatlon . _y • and applying the final value theorem shows that
•_'t vy(t) = v" {0+) (8)t -_,, YC
• Equation 8 shows that, in the steady state, the controllad variable Vy(t) is
equal to the ccunandad value V_c(O+) even in the presence of a steady disturbance
; AVS.(O +). In other words the system is self-it/amiss in the presence of steady
, ". disturbances such as those due to steady winds.
l
The chs_.cteristic stability polynomial cortespondinS to equation 7 is.
.3+(pl "Yv)'= +{sts-pIYv). +s_v.° {9)
i
$
i
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NOTE: Vy c = K6 61¢
AI RCRAFT
F .......... -1
I PSEUD_ Vv I
I ACTUATOR I
' I
1
V s2 + K_ s+ K¢
I I
I I Vy
L .J
+
+
I
WIND
DISTURBANCE
VEL. Vwy $
Figure 3.- S/mplifted lateral velocity control system.
Corltss and Dugan, in reference 1, studied tvo types of translational velocity
control characteristics in a piloted simulation and concluded that the "binomial
form" wan the better of the tvo. This characteristic form is given below:
V _0 3
_Z.. (zo)
Vyc (s + _0 )3
The system represented by equation 7 can be converted Into the binaalal form by
equatinR coefficients of equation 9 and the denominator of the right-hand side of
equation 10. This procedure gives the follovln$ expressions for the adjustable
parameters PI. Kv and gg.
Pl" 3"0(1 "_) (11)
"oF .i 1
_,"T L_-T_,,J (') ;
i
, L
I .
,4
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2
2w 0
=- -[1- (1- Cyv/3) Cyv] (13)K9 g
Y
/_ v
where Cyv = - _0 (14)
It is shown in the appendix that a very broad class of VTOL aircraft, from
propeller driven types to Jet lift types, have values of Cyv less than 0.2. It is
of interest at this point to determine whether or not values of Cyv of this magni-
tude need be considered in the selection of the control syst_ parameters Pl' kv
and K9. If Cyv Is neglected in equations 11, 12 and 13 they take the following
si_ple form
Pl = 3_0 (15)
_0
" T (16)
2
3_a0
K9 = -- (17)g
The question of the significance of Cyv can be resolved by detertlnlng Its effect
on stablllty and control response ass, sing that Pl, Kv and K9 are determined by
equations 15, 16 and 17. m
Jtabtltty
The characteristic stablllty polynomlal (equatlon 9), with substitutions for
PI' Kv and I_ from equations 15, 16 and 17 can be written in the follovln8 root
• ocus form
CyvS' (,' + 3)
1 + - 0 (18)
(s' + 1)3
where s' is the nona/,nenstonal Laplace Transfers variable, a/w o.
The locus of roots of equation i8, as Cyv varies, Is shown in fLsur¢ 4.ofltt8 apparent that the control system is steblelor ell positive, finite values
Cyv. The three equal roots at 8' - -1 (s - -u 0), when Cyv - O, becoue 8 pair of
couJuaete couplex roots and s ainale r_l root reprseenttn8 8 damped oscillatory
node and • danpad •periodic node, respectively. The aperiodic mode bocanee lees yell
damped (hiaher tism constant) as Cyv increases. When Cyv - 0.1, this rise coa-
_, atant to doubled (fron 1 to 2). Rovever, dou_lin8 Cyv to 0.2 causes • further
_' increase of the ttne conetsnt _f only 23Z (from 2 to 2.47).
i '
1
7
l
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Cyv s' (s' + 3)
Figure 4.- Root locus of 1 + = O.
(s' + 1) _
Response to pilot inputs
The transfer functions relating the lateral velocity, Vy, and the roll angle l
increments, A@, to the pilot coa_nd, Vyc, follow from equattcns 2 and 7,
V
_.Z.= 1
2 (19)
Vye (s' + 2_z m' +wl2)(s ' + _2)
= s' + Cyv (20)
_0 Vyc (I '2 + 2¢_l s' + Wl2)(s ' + u2)
where Pl . Kv and K9 have been replaced by the quantities given In equatl_n 15,
16 and 17, e_d
u1 nondtsenatonal undaIped frequency of the
oscillatory mode
¢ dalptng £..ctor of the oscillatory mode
u2 reciprocal of the tim constamt of the
aperiodic uode
quantities u1, _ and u2 say be obtained from _ir,_e 4 am functions of Cyv.
The reeponsee of the aircraft's lateral _mloclty lr_ rol1 angle in:remnt to a
stop pilot coumand, V_Tc, are ihotm in flSUre $. l_ .ear the most important of these
step relpo_le charactertltics to that of the lateral vel©ctty, since it chiefly
8 i
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Cyv
' 0
.... 0.1
1.2 -----0.2
> I
0 |
I
_ -
1
i
I.
0 2 4 6 8 10 ;'d
DIMENSIONLE_ TIME, _o t t
t
Figure 5.- _sponse to step pilot input. 1.
influences the ease with which the pilot can perfo_uneuvers "n hover, me pilot
is unlikely to be sensitive to the roll _gle characteristics t:ovided the maximum
roll angle attained during a uneuver is acceptable. Although there are signifi-
cant variations in the roll angle characteristics as C_ increases, these are
• largely due to the changi_ static trim characteristics of the aircraft and would
have been present even if the values of Pl, _ and K9 given in equations 11, 12
and 13 had been us_. In fact, for any values of P1, _ and _ that provides a
"-' stable system
YvA V_c
i A,ss-- g (21)
• ! where A_ss is the steady state value of _.
9
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It is possible to evaluate the significance to the pilot of the effect of Cyv
on the lateral velocity response (figure 5) using data given in reference i. For
the more stringent rapid maneuver task, referenue 2 (figure 8) shows a pilot rating
of no greater than 2 over a range of values of _0 irom 1.35 to 2.30. The lateral
velocity responses to a step pilot input, for the system ;_Dresented by equation 10,
and for _0 = ].q5 and m0 = 2.30 are shown in figure 6. Pzc_umably, smooth
lateral response characteristics lying between these two curv_ u_,!d merit pilot
ratings no greater than 2. Also shown in figure 6 are ]ateral responses for the
system represented by equation 19 for Cyv = 0 and Cyv = 0.2, both wlth _0 = 1.85.
It follows that the pilot ratings for these two latter response characteristics a_?
both no greater than 2, and therefore, the parameters PI' Kv and K9 can be set
without regard to Cy .
u 1.0[ _85
>' _o = 2.3
> .8[ rad_,
o"
<C_" / Cyv== 0.2J. rad/t_c
:._" .st __- _o = 1.35
fO / /_5_,"_ rad/mcO
-J _ EQUATION 10
,¢
uu" .2 I. _/_\/ --- EQUATION 19
v- _, \\" PILOT RATING _ 2
_, _\ (REF. 11
I I | I I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
TIME, _c
Figure 6.- Lateral veloclty responses to step pilot
inputs (comparison of equations I0 and 19).
Response to sharp edged gusts
The transfer functions relating the lateral translation and roll angle incre-
ment to the wind gust disturbance, AVwy, follow from equations 2 and 7.
These transfer functions are listed below:
_oY - Cyv(S' + 3) (22)
A-"_Wy" (S '2 + 2_U1 S' + =12)(S ' + _)
10
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gA ¢ Cyv(3S' + 1)
= (23)
m0 _Vwy (s '2 + 2_ 1 s' + _12)(s ' + _2)
where, again, Pl' Kv and K_ are given by equations 15, 16 and 17.
The responses of the aircraft's lateral position and roll angle increment to a
step gust is shown in figure 7. The steady state lateral displacement, Yss' is
given by
-3 Cyv a Vwy
Yss = _0 (24)
and the steady state roll angle increment, A_ss, by
YvA Vwy (25) :ACs s = g
Although, as before, the steady state roll angle incr_nent is independent of the
control system parameters Pl, Kv and K9, the steady state lateral displacement is
dependent on them. In general, the steady state lateral displacement is given by
-Pl ¥v _ Vwy (26)Yss = 3 j
_o
and if the exact value of Pl, from equation Ii, is substituted in equation 26, it
becomes
-3 Cyv(l _)A
Yss = - Vwy (27)
_0
' For a value of Cyv of 0.2, equations 24 and 27 give values of differing by only
7%, thereby again supporting the decision to neglect Cyv in the calculation of the
system parameters.
Rezponse to turbulence
The effect of turbulence can be determined using the well-known results of!
_ • generalized harmonic analysis (ref. 3). The relationship between the variance of
; the lateral displacment, Oy, and the power spectral density of the turbulence,
¢Wv(_), is
"t " _ (m) T2 (m) d (28)
11 t} 1
' I
t!
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w-m0.2
' _ _>-.2 _"
UJ O %
.4- \ ..
o. -.6 1 J l J -- "-'--_
.3
t
o
¢ _ i i i i J
0 2 4 6 8 10
DIMENSIONLESSTIME, COot
Figure 7,- Response to a step gust.
vhere T(_) is the amplitude of the lateral displacement to unit sinusoidal gusts i
of frequency u. An expression for T(u) follows directly from equation 22; however,
it eases the subsequent analysls if the denominator of equation 22 is approximated
by (s' + 1) 3 • The previous analysis provides sufficient Justification for this
approximation. It follows that
'_! T2 (_,) CyV 2(_'2
+ 9)
= 3 (29)
i m02(_e2 + l)
12 _"
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where u' = _/_0, and from equation 29 that
9 Cyv2 (30)
t_0
_ut since, by the definition of power spectral density,
f _w v (_') d_' = o (31)Wv
(where OWv is the variance of the turbulence) it follows, using equations 28 and
30, chat
3Cy v Owv
a _ (32)
Y _0
The same type of analysis, using equation 23, also shows that
1.3 Cyv_ 0 aWv
o_ _< g (33)
where o_ is the variance of the roll angle. The inequalities 32 and 33 are
imvortant in that they give upper bounds for Oy and o@ that are independent of
the spectrum and statistics of the turbulence. The question now is whether or not
these upper bounds are unduly conservative, since the spectrum and statistics of
turbulence are not arbitrary. A satisfactory answer to this question can be obtained
by performing calculations using a plausible turbulence spectrum. The one adopted
her,_, is as follows.
l+u 2
_Vwy/
where L is the 3cale of the turbulence. This expression was first derived by
von KJrman an_ Howarth (ref. 4) for isotropic turbulence parallel to the mean flow
direction and has been shown to exhibit the general characteristics of smasured
spectra oi atmospheric turbulence. Substituting equations 29 and 34 into equation 28
gives tl_ following:
[,/0 J•. °wvCyv " I (w'a + 91 dw' (35)• Oy = Wo (l+w'2X 2) (_,2 1)S
where _ - l_o/Vvv is a d/aensionlesa turbulence parameter. When the lntngral in
equatton 35 is evhluated, the final expression is,
13
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= °wvCyvI(18X2 + 21X +7) I½- • (36)Oy _0 2(X + 1)3
The variation of _0ay/Cyva w. with _ is shown in £igure 8. The corresponding
equation for the variance of _he roll angle is
°Wv Cyv _0 (2 k2 + 9 X + 3) X]½a, = g 2(X + 1) 3 (37)
z
"'ff 2
_w
I _ 1,, i 1 I I I0 40 .0 .0 ,00 ,40
F£gure 8.- Variation of displacement variance parameter
with turbulence parameter.
The variation of go_/Cyv_0 Ow. with _ is shown in figure 9. Assuming the
minimum turbulence scale length: L, to be 100 m, the maximum wind speed to be
18m/sec (35 kt) and an m0 of 1..85 rad/sec gives a practical minimum for X of
about 10. It follows from figures 8 and 9 that for all practical purposes the
inequalities in expressions 32 and 33 can be deleted.
It is of interest to continue the analysis using the specific turbulence
spectra to find the frequency of lateral dieplacements and roll angles exceeding
given values of these quantities. Assuming that the turbulence is a Gaussian
process, this frequency _ can be obtained from Rice's formula (term. 3, 5); thus
for the lateral displacemeht
-y2/2Oy2
Ny - NOye (38) •
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,,.,%
_ 3 1.2
w _ .8
..J =E .4
-,J<Oe=
o. I I i L I I I
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
TURBULENCE PARAMETER, Lwo/%
Figure 9.- Variation of roll angle variance parameter
wlth turbulence parameter. "
where
._0=°u2 4'Wv(=) T2(u) d
N°y = 2"_ ........ (39) I"
i _o'®%(=) 'r2(=) d=
1 Substituting equations 29 and 34 into equation 39 and evaluating the integrals gives
: the following expression for
i N°Y
I
' ), 1 (18), 2 + 21_, + 7 _: N°y = _ 7X + 3 (40)J
I
l The expressions for roll angle corresponding to equations 38 and 40 are
-&4P2 / 20, 2
l N, - ._e (4l)ii
i and
-t
' " (x= 3 )I Not _; 2, x,X+3_"  7(42)
I
I ': The variations of I/N v with ylo v end II_ vlth b$1o 6 are shown in figures I0
I and 11. The quant4ty--l/Ny (or 1716) may be Interpreted _s the avera$e time Inter-
val between periods vberetbe lateral dtsplscelnt (or roll angle) exceeds given
vsltto8.
I
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Figure i0.- Average time between periods when a
given y/oy is exceeded.
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Figure 11.- Average time betvten periods when a
given A_/o 4 is exceeded.
!
DISCUSSION
The translational veloclty controller concept introduced in this report,
although related to the sRIrMF controllers of reference 2, i8 not a '_odel follover."
A characteristic of a true nodal follower Is that the response of the controlled
system approaches that of the nodal as the coupllns _aln (for example Ko in
fIsure 3) increases. The translational velocity controller does not satisfy this
16
JI • , ........ -
It
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criterion, because a specific value of K9 (equation 17) is required to achieve the
desired dynamic characteristics (equation 10). However, the translational controller
is controlling an aircraft whose roll characteristics have been rendered both spe-
cific and invariant by a model following (SRF1MF) controller. It is unnecessary to
employ model follower techniques in the design of the translational velocity con-
troller. Although the translational velocity controller is strongly dependent on
the roll controller, this dependence is explicit only in the transfer function A(s)
and even this is a simple function of K¢ and K_. It is simple to change the
characteristics of one controller independently o_ the other. Specifically, K¢ and
t_ govern the characteristics of the roll controller and pl,Kv and K9 those ofe translational velocity controller.
It was demonstrated earlier, that using an _0 of 1.85 rad/sec gave VTOL air-
craft within a broad class, control characteristics which, according to the data of
reference 2, would merit pilot ratings no greater than 2. With _0 = 1.85 rad/sec
the corresponding values of the control parameters are Pl = 5.55 red/set, Kv = 0.617
rad/sec and K9 • 1.046 rad2/m (0.319 rad2/ft). Furthermore, figure 5 shows that
with Cyv = 0.i, the lateral velocity following a step command reaches 90% of its
final value in 3.30 sec and the maximum roll angle per meter/sec of the command is
3.08 deg and occurs 1.19 sec after the step command. These numbers are typical of
this type of control system.
The control system has been incorporated into a mathematical model of an AV-gA
Harrier (reference 6). This model includes a good representation of the reaction
control system including limits and _onlinearities. The response of the aircraft in
hover, to a lateral velocity command of 6 m/sec into a sidewind of 20 m/sec Is shown
in figure 12. This is a severe test of the control system and exceeds the opera-
tional limits quoted for the aircraft. Not only is the maximum operational side-
wind permitted only 30 knots (15 m/set), but the pilot would never roll the aircraft
into a wind of this magnitude. The fact that the mathematical model permits such a
maneuver casts doubts on the accuracy of the aerodynamic assumptions at these flight
conditions. However, the results show that the system performs as expected and
handles lateral control saturation satisfactorily.
If the pilot is performing a precise station keeping task, a self-trimmlng
feature is effective in reducing the pilot workload. Such a self-trimming system
maintains zero velocity with zero control input even in the presence of a sldewlnd.
Furthermore, it is important that such a self-trimming system be fast acting so
that turbulence does not disturb the position of the aircraft to the point that the
pilot has to continually reposltion it. It is clear from the formulatlon of the
control system that it is self-trimming (equation 8). Some idea of the sensitivity
of lateral displacement and roll angle to turbulence may be obtained from equations
32 and 33 and figures 10 and 11. In the case of an AV-gA Harrier, Cyv is about
0.05 (assuming _0 = 1.85) and the variance of the lateral displacement, Oy, and
roll angle, o_, in turbulence of 3 m/set (9.84 ft/sec) variance is about 0.23 m
• (0.74 ft) and 0.22 des respectively. The corresponding numbers for a low disc
loading aircraft (Cyv = 0.2) are four times larger.
• The average time between periods when given valuss (in terms of variance) of
either the lateral dlsplacemant or roll ansle is exceeded is independent of Cyv
and, therefore, of wins loadln8 and disc loadlns. It can be seen from flsurelO
that, under the worst conditions (L_0/Vw - 10i, the time between periods where the
lateral displacement exceeds 3 Oy is ab_t 43 mlu. The corresponding time for the
roll angle (figure 11) is 27 sin. Since the avernse hovering period durtns a verti-
cal landins is less than 1 sin, a period durins which the lateral displscement
1
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Figure 12.- Response of AV-8A model to a lateral velocity
conunand of 6 m/set into a 20 m/sec sldewind.
exceeds 3oy should occur only once every 45 landings. Periods during which the
roll angle exceeds 3 o$ should occur once every 30 landings.
From the previous analysis it may be conjectured that a vehlcle vlth high wing
loading and disc loading (Cyv - 0.05) should exhibit satisfactory (pilot rating
3_) "hands off" station keeping in heavy turbulence even in the most stringent
obstacle clearance situation. In the case of the low wing loading and disc loading
aircraft (Cyv = 0.2) the situation is less clear. The station keeping character-
istics would probably be acceptable in situations where obst•cle clearance is not
• factor. Bowever, in a stringent obstacle clearance situation the pilot would
probably have to intercede to maintain acceptable station keeping. In this case
pilot acceptance would depend strongly on his workload and the quality of his visual
cues. The evaluation of such factors is outside the scope of this report.
CONCLWIONS
A conceptuJlly simple translation velocity flight controller, suitable for
i WOL aircraft operating in the hover and very low speed flight resima, is proposed.
i This controllert aZcboulh not a uodel follover, is related to the state rate feed-
i back implicit amlel follover (SRFDIF) cc_:cept. The coatroUer 18 designed to oper-
' ate tn conjunction vith a node1 follovin8 attitude controller.
18
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The controller provides overall system dynamic characteristics that closely
approximate the binomial form investigated by Corliss and Dugan (ref. i). For all
practical purposes the controller parameters are related solely to the _elected
characteristic frequency of the binomial form. Furthermore, this relatlonshlp is
partlcularly simple and holds for a broad class of VTOL aircraft from jet-llft to
propeller types.
Estimates for the more critical lateral axis indicate that any VTOL aircraft
equipped with the controller would experience, on the average, o_iy one period in
every 45 landings wherein the lateral displacement exceeds the three sigma value.
In turbulence of 3 m/sec (9.84 ft/sec) variance, the three sigma lateral displace-
ment for a Jet-llfC VTOL (AV-8A Harrier) would be about 0.69 m (2.12 it) and for a
propeller driven VTOL aircraft could be as high as 2.76 m (8.48 it). It is con-
cluded that the controller would provide a Jet-lift WOL aircraft with satisfactory
"hands off" station keeping in operational conditions more stringent than any
current or projected requirements. It is likely that ducted fan or propeller driven
VrOL aircraft would have acceptable hovering handling qualities even in high turbu-
lence, although in these conditions the "hands off" station keeping would be
inadequate for landing in very restricted areas, such as a destroyer landing pad.
For these moderate and low disc loading aircraft there is, therefore, a relationship
between pilot workload ci, the one hand and degree of turbulence and station keeping
accuracy on the other, ro investigate this relationship requires a series of
piloted moving base simulations.
!
'o.
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APPENDIX
The Lateral Equation of Motion and an Estimate i
of the Lateral Slde Force !
i
If it is assumed that the roll angle is small, and that only roll angle and
lateral translation are allowed to vary, then an acceptably accurate lateral equa-
tlon of motion is
M_y .Mg_ - ry (^i)
Vy lateral acceleration relative to an earth fixedwhere
reference frame
mass of aircraft
Fy lateral force due to aerooynamic effects on the
airframe and propulsion system.
The aerodynamic force Fy can be expressed in the following form
1
- _(Vy + (A2)Fy = -_ 0° S(Vy + Vwy)2 CDy Vwy )
where CDy lateral drag coefficient of the aircraft at
- 0 (based on wing area S) i
air mass flow through the propulsion system
lateral wind speed, positive when from the posl-
Vwy rive y direction
0 ° ambient air density
S wing area (reference area for CDy)
Litmsrizlng equations AI and A2 about s trimmed hover point (Vy - O) gives the
folloving equation of motion for mll perturbations.
- YvVy. + vwy (A3)
where Yv t " (°° S CD Qw + i) (X4)M
t
snd Vvy steady wind speed
6 Vvy wind gust speed " '
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1 The quantity _ is the roll perturbation about the trim roll angle _T, where
J
_T = = Mg ' (AS)
What is now required is a rough assessment of the m_8nltude of ,Yv in terms of
the gross parameters of VTOL aircraft, This can be achieved using equttlon A4 pro-
vided some rather crude, but plausible, assumptions are made.
If it is assumed that the static pressure in the propulsion system efflux, at
the nozzle exit, Oe, is equal to the ambient atmospheric pressure, 0o, then standard
momentum theory, applied to the hover condition, provides the following relationship
between mass flow and thrust:
where F gross thrust
Ae total area of the exit Jets
0e alr Jet density at: the nozzle exit
Since, in buyer, F = Mg, equation A6 becomes
- (^7)
Vr.
It follows fros the equation of state that
Pe Po
OeXe OoTo
and since It has been anuoed that 0 a ,. 0° it follovs froo equati_ _ that
Since. in 8emoral. To/Te < 1, it tollovs from equatlcm A9 that Oe/Vo < I and from
equstloa &7. that
m_• S_o (._n)
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Inequality A10 provides an upper bound for the rpeciftc mass flo,! m/M used in
equation AS, in terms of the disc loading F/A e.
To make further progress it is necessary to select a plausible upper bound for
the lateral drag coefficient of the aircraft, CDy. A reazonable assumption Is that
this drag coefficient, if it were based on fuselage side area, is unlikely to exceed
that of a flat plate, or about unity. Further, an examination of various fixed wing
VTOL aircraft, includlng so_e conceptual designs, indicates that the ratio of wir_
area to fuselage side area (including the vertical fin) is also roughly unity, it
follows that a reasonable upper bound for CDv is unity. This assumption, ai_ng
with inequality AIO, provides the following ekpression for an upper bound of Cv,
(denoted by U Cyv), in terms of wing loading and disc loading and based on defG_-
tions 14 and A4.
Cyv < U Cyv = _o
Attention _s given to Cyv, rather than Yv, because this is the fundamental non-
dlmansiomsl quantity Infltmncing the control dynamics (see equations ii, 12 and 13).
t
Shorn in figure 13 are variations of wing loading vith disc loadlng for con-
scant values of UCy v from 0.05 to 0.2. These calcul_.ions were carried out
assuming a value of mo of ].85, determined from reference 1 as being optimum, and
for a value of sld_Ind velocity of 35 kt (see reference 7 table i). Also shown
in figure 13 are the ranges of wing loadlngs and disc loadlngs for several fixed
trLng VTOL aircraft. It can be seen that all aircraft vlth_rLng loadlngs greater
100111 MCAIR. _ J UCyv
10 aO --- - O_
0
0 4OO NO 1100|bJ
I I , I. I ' i i
0 2OO 4100 IMIOi i
_+ 100
DiSKLOADING
1_sure 23.- Vln8 lmdiq md d£sc loedtnss for 81ve_v.lu o[ UCyv.
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than 2000 n/m2(42 ib/ft 2) and disc !oadlngs greater than 20000 n/m2 (_00 Ib/ft 2)
have values of UCy v, and therefore of Cyv, less than 0.i. This broad class of
aircraft includes all the lift-fan VTOL concepts studied by NASA after 1970 and
the AV-8 Harrier but does not include low disc loading lift-fan aircraft _V-5),
ducted propeller aircraft (X-22) or tilt wing aircraft (CL-84). However, these
relatively low disc loading aircraft should have values of Cyv less than 0.2
23
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